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Introduction
Computational thinking (CT) skills have been specified in many state standards of computer
science (CS) education (Promote computer science, 2019). They are a set of skills utilizing
abstraction, algorithmic thinking, decomposition, pattern generalization, and evaluation to solve
problems (Selby & Woollard, 2013). Educators and researchers have proposed that CT is not
only used in CS-related fields but also frequently applied in other areas even in our daily lives
(Barr et al., 2011; Wing, 2006, 2011).
As a result, investigations have been conducted in recent years regarding CT skill development
without computers. Researchers deployed non-programming activities in K-12 classrooms
(Ballard & Haroldson, 2021; Lambert & Guiffre, 2009; Thomas et al., 2019). Those activities
include games, simulations, picture book reading, or story creation. Results of those studies
showed a significant improvement of students’ CS/CT skills, especially their basic coding skills,
such as the definition of variables and use of simple loops and conditionals (Ballard &
Haroldson, 2021; Grover et al., 2019; Lambert & Guiffre, 2009).
These findings not only supported the efficacy of non-programming activities in improving
young students’ CT skills but also encouraged us to further explore young students’ development
of CT skills prior to coding or robotics programs.
This study was a part of the learner analysis in the design of a robotics program. In this study, we
examined the CT skills of middle school students from an underrepresented minority group. Our
research questions were: 1) did the students’ CT skills in solving gaming problems predict their
performance of block programming? 2) What other factors, such as gender and prior coding or
robotics learning experiences, contributed to students’ performance of block programming?
Methods
Participants
Forty-eight students from three classes at a local middle school participated in this study. A
convenient sampling method was used as the participating students were from the classes where
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the instructors collaborated with the authors in the robotics program. 42% were girls, and 56%
were boys. 81% self-identified themselves as African Americans. 4% were Latinos and
Caucasian, respectively. 67% were in Grade 8, and the rest were from Grade 7.
Instrument
We collected and analyzed data from a survey and a quiz, which were delivered at one time in a
class session. The survey included questions asking students demographic information. The quiz
included 16 questions from the CTt instrument validated by Román-González et al. (RománGonzález et al., 2016; Román-González et al., 2018). Among them, eight measured students’
algorithmic thinking and pattern recognition skills in gaming problems, and 8 measured the same
skills in block programming problems. Students had 40 minutes to complete the survey and quiz.
Analysis & Results
We conducted a multiple regression to identify the predictability of students’ CT skills in solving
non-programming problems, their prior coding and robotics learning experiences, and their
gender on their CT skills in solving block programming problems.
The dependent variable was students’ CT skills in solving block programming problems. It was
the average of 8 quiz questions measuring CT skills in solving block programming programs.
Students’ CT skills in solving non-programming problems, their prior coding and robotics
learning experiences, and their gender were the predictors. Among them, students’ CT skills in
solving non-programming problems were the average of 8 quiz questions measuring students’
CT skills in solving non-programming problems. Students’ prior coding and robotics experiences
were dummy coded, with 1 meaning Yes and 0 meaning No. Students’ gender was coded as 1
being boys and 2 being girls. Results of the descriptive statistics of these variables are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1.
Descriptive Statistics
CT in Block Programming Problems
CT in Non-programming Problems
Prior Programming Experience
Prior Robotics Experience
Gender

Mean
1.11
2.57
.17
.17
.65

SD
1.14
1.14
.38
.38
.48

N
48
48
48
48
48

Results of the multiple regression showed that students’ CT skills in solving non-programming
problems and their prior robotics learning experience significantly predicted and explained 44%
variation of their CT skills in solving block programming problems (F(4,43)=8.52, p<.01).
CTblock-programming=.45*CTnon-programming+.91*Experiencerobotics
We did not find a significant impact of students’ prior programming experience and gender on
their CT skills in solving block programming problems.
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Discussions
Results of our study showed a significant relationship between students’ CT skills in solving
gaming and block programming problems. From the instructional design perspective, it supports
the use of non-programming methods to improve students’ CT skills. At the same time, it
suggests that students may have developed some CT skills prior to any coding or robotics
programs. Those skills may be developed from their interactions with real-world problems or in
prior learning experiences. Therefore, it will benefit students’ understanding of coding if we
activate their prior knowledge and skills and use the real work examples or their prior knowledge
to explain the coding algorithms.
We also found that students’ prior robotics learning experience had a significant impact on their
CT skills in solving block-programming experiences, but their prior programming learning
experience did not. We think it may be because robotics provides tangible and visual aids for
students at young ages to develop an abstract understanding of CT skills. However, studies with
a large sample size are needed to verify this finding.
African American students have been reported as underrepresented in secondary CS education
(Code.org, 2020). In addition, the gender disparity within the underrepresented minority group
was found to aggravate this inequity (Current perspectives and continuing challenges in cs
education for u.S. K-12 schools 2020 report, 2020). Results of our post-hoc analysis did not
show a gender difference in students’ CT skills in solving gaming problems when their prior
robotics learning experience was taken into account. It could be because only boys were found to
have prior robotics experiences. This finding endorses the results in the national report. In
addition, it underscores the necessity to broaden participation for underrepresented minority
students, especially the female students from that group. We suggest future studies consider the
impact of students’ prior experiences when examining the gender difference.
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